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HOW TO CREATE A PROFESSIONAL
HOMEWORKING ENVIRONMENT?
Work from home has been an inexorable upward trend, with 95% of the U.S. population
under some form of lockdown (305 million people). Lots of employers assure that work from
home remains a part of "the new normal". Moreover, research by Kaspersky shows that
almost half of the employees prefer to keep working from home after the pandemic.
Digital meeting solutions such as video calls are appreciated by home workers. Almost
40% of the respondents in the above-mentioned survey indicated that they would like to
make more video calls for a work meeting in the future. But employees also noticed that
remote meetings are not always efficient. Many of them felt more distracted and one of
the limitations is the ambient noise. Kids, neighbors working in the garden, a meowing
or barking pet.
And that’s why personal collaboration becomes a justified point of attention for now
because almost all the business benefits from a professional and collaborative home working environment. To achieve this, investments will have to be made in qualitative audio and
video solutions.

Bellowing 6 tips recommended professionally
may benefit you to efficiently work from home.

TIP 1: CHOOSE AN EASY USING
VIDEO CONFERENCING
With frequent and huge communicating demand of both inside colleagues
or outside customers, an easy using video conferencing software deliver
convenience and efficiency for your daily working and communication.
Both Microsoft Teams and Zoom are highly efficient platforms on the
market, which are easy to use with one click to join the meeting.
Moreover, functions like share, and edit files make them more than a
video tool, which actually allows you collaboratively work with others.

TIP 2: USE A HEADSET WITH
NOISE CANCELING
Imagine you are on a call with a colleague or customer while the children are
running around the room or watching the favorite series. And that’s why you
need a headset with the noise-canceling ideal at that important moment to
better focus on the business. Take the Yealink WH6 series DECT wireless
headset x UC Workstation as an example, it is an excellent solution for
working from home. The headset eliminates background noise and allows
you to maintain focus and work with flexibility. It works easily through a
plug-and-play setup, you can connect your laptop or mobile via Bluetooth
or a USB cable for immediate use. Integrating a full-duplex speakerphone,
wireless mobile phone stand, 4-inch touch console, and a USB hub, it offers
more possibility when working from home.

TIP 3: CALL FROM HOME WITH
THE DEDICATED TELEPHONE
FROM OFFICE
Call the office from home with your landline. It's not just fun to use
your business computer or laptop at home, but also your telephone
from the office. It always turns out more often to be highly appreciated
for the office landline telephone. You can use your device with the
adapter from Yealink, which is also easy and convenient.

TIP 4: KEEP EASY VIDEO
CONFERENCES FROM HOME
Having a powerful video conferencing solution from home
solves the problem caused by the restrictions of business
travel or client visits. The Yealink UVC30 is a premium
webcam with built-in a microphone and easy installation
thanks to the tool, Yealink USB connection. The clip on the
camera makes it easy on or below a screen. The 4K Ultra
HD resolution with auto framing and 120 ° FOV ensure
perfect display in every Microsoft Teams or Zoom meeting.
With the strong performance of UVC30, you’re able to
enjoy true-to-life clarity of smooth communication.

TIP 5: TAKE CONFERENCE CALLS
AT HOME WITH A SPEAKERPHONE
Making conference calls with your mobile may be a hassle with poor quality
sound, like hearing someone badly and or talking unclearly. A speakerphone
is ideal to be understood under such a circumstance. The Yealink speakerphones CP900&700 are great for conference calls, which can be connected
to broad UC platforms and are certified for Microsoft Teams. You can easily
connect them to your laptop or computer via Bluetooth 4.0 or a USB
cable. Both speakerphones have a perfect microphone with HD audio to
deliver crystal clear communication!

TIP 6: GET AN ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION
Suffered from poor audio or image quality, you just got a disappointing
experience. However, with the Yealink UVC30-CP900 BYOD Meeting Kit,
you are both insured excellent audio and video quality in a time for efficient
personal collaboration. The premium HD audio quality, echo cancellation,
and 360 ° microphone range of the CP900 always kept you be understood
even several meters away. And the UVC30 delivers premium 4K video and
fluent communication for you. It’s easy, convenient, and truly enhances
your daily working experience.
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